
Total Commander toolbar for Directory Opus 

Introduction 

Dear all, 

I’ve you’re a long term Total Commander user like me and making the switch to DOpus, it can be a 

challenge to get use to the other shortcuts. Also, some of the functionality is missing my default. 

Luckily, a great strength of DOpus is that it’s highly configurable and it has great scripting abilities, 

which is part of the reason why I decided to make the shift from TC. 

To make the switch more easy and because I don’t have DOpus on all my computers, I decided to 

implement the most important menu’s, shortcuts and some of the functionality of TC in a DOpus 

toolbar. This toolbar can easily be integrated by downloading the toolbar and opening it with DOpus 

by double clicking on it: http://www.houkema.net/upload/DOpus/Total_Commander.dop  

Notice that I also added some extra functionality not present in TC, but which seemed useful to me. 

I’ve put these on the bottom in the most appropriate menu and marked them with “(TC RH)” in the 

tooltip description (see below for a description). 

Click the following link to view the menus, shortcuts and functionalities that are integrated in the 

toolbar so far (20/09/2014): 

http://www.houkema.net/upload/DOpus/Total_Commander_toolbar_for_Directory_Opus.pdf 

Please note quite some shortcuts conflict with the standard shortcuts of DOpus. You need to resolve 

these before the shortcuts will work. To do so, go to Settings->Customize Toolbars and click on the 

Keys tab. All conflicting shortcuts are shown in red. The new TC shortcuts are marked with (TC) or 

(TC RH) in the description field. These must be the only one left checked when they are conflicting 

with another shortcut. 

Finally, I’d like to acknowledge the great http://www.dearopus.com website made by playful. His 

website is a good way to get a grasp of the many features of DOpus and is packed with tutorials, 

ideas and toolbars – some of which I used to create this toolbar, so check it out. 

If you have any comments or suggestions, let me know via the DOpus forum or mail me at 

rene@houkema.net. 

Integrated menus, shortcuts and functionalities 

Files menu 

 Pack files (Alt + F5) 

 Multi Renam Tool (Ctrl + M) 

 Calculate Folder Sizes (Ctrl + Shift + Space) 

 Edit comment (Ctrl + Z) 

 Go to root (Ctrl + \) 

 Inline rename (Shift + F6 or F2) 

http://www.houkema.net/upload/DOpus/Total_Commander.dop
http://www.houkema.net/upload/DOpus/Total_Commander_toolbar_for_Directory_Opus.pdf
http://www.dearopus.com/
http://resource.dopus.com/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=11194
http://resource.dopus.com/viewtopic.php?f=18&t=23080
mailto:rene@houkema.net


 Copy (F5) 

 Copy As (Shift + F5) 

 Create Symlink (Ctrl + Shift F5) 

 Move (F6) 

 New Text Document (Shift + F4) 

 New Folder (F7) 

Mark menu 

 Select All (Ctrl + Num + or Ctrl + A) 

 Unselect All (Ctrl + Num -) 

 Select all with same extensions (Alt + Num +) 

 Deselect all with same extensions (Alt + Num -) 

Commands menu 

 Search (Alt + F7) 

 Branch view (Flat view) (Ctrl + B) 

 Synchronize dirs. (Alt + C, Y) 

 Source <-> Target (Ctrl +U) 

Net menu 

 FTP Connect (Ctrl + F) 

 Edit FTP Sites (CTRL + Shift + F) (TC RH) 

 PANE Dual (CTRL + Shift + P) (TC RH) – Open a source www directory in left pane and ftp site in 

right pane. Then turn on navigation lock. 

Show menu 

 Thumbnails view (Ctrl + Shift + F1) 

 Quick view panel (F3 or Ctrl + Q) 

 Sort by name (Ctrl + F3) 

 Sort by time (Ctrl + F5) 

 Sort by size (Ctrl + F6) 

Menu tabs 

 Open New Tab (Ctrl +T) 

 Switch to Next Tab (Ctrl + Shift + Tab) 

 Close Current Tab (Ctrl + W) 

 Toggle focus (Tab) 

 Open selected folder in other tab (Ctrl + Right or Left Arrow) 

 Focus Left Tab (Shift + Left Arrow or Ctrl + 1) (TC RH) 

 Focus Right Tab (Shift + Right Arrow or Ctrl + 2) (TC RH) 

 Undo Close Tab (Ctrl + Shift + T) (TC RH) 

https://www.gpsoft.com.au/help/opus11/index.html#!Documents/Navigation_Lock.htm


Favorites menu 

 Add to Favorites (Ctrl + D, A) 

 Edit Favorites (Ctrl + D, C) 

 Show all favorites 

 Smart favorites 

Drives menu (Alt + F1 / Alt + F2) 

Recent locations (Alt + Down Arrow) 

Menu miscellaneous 

 Edit with Notepad++  (F4) (TC RH) – You need to install Notepad++ for this shortcut to work. 

 Text file to clipboard (TC RH) – Copy the content of a text file to the clipboard. You need to 

install SetClip for this to work. 

 Create new file (Ctrl + Shift + N) – Shows a popup menu with let you create a new txt, docx or 

xlsx file. 

 Backup (Ctrl + Shift + B) – Creates a backup (zip-archive) for each of the selected files/folders in 

the directory “backup” and adds the current timestamp in the archive name. 

 Filter newest files (Ctrl + N) – Only show files not older then 1 day 

 Uninstall a program (TC RH) – Launches the Windows uninstall a program dialog 

http://notepad-plus-plus.org/download/
http://pretentiousname.com/miscsoft/index.html#SetClip

